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Developed through increasing
the opportunities for students

Self directed learning must be
explicitly taught and requires
time for depth of learning and
reflection.

to control their own learning
through new experiences, a
chance to question, to be
autonomous, to reflect on their
own learning and to search for
answers.
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SelfModifying

SelfManaging

SelfMonitoring
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Students see teacher
expectations for a
manageable chunk of
learning and follow
sequence teacher
suggests.

Students are coached
to consider options of
how they might
organize their learning
tasks.

Students are expected
to organize their own
learning
determining when,
where, and how to do
learning.
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In what ways do we provide opportunities
for students to manage?
How might we model this more overtly in
the beginning of the year? What key skills
are we trying to model in self-managing?
How might we use the slider to coach
individual students to grow their capacity
to self-manage?
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Students submit
work that
demonstrates their
current
understanding and
progress.

Students begin to
learn how to set tiny
goals to observe
and pay attention to
where they are in
their understanding
and progress.

Students
develop goals,
observe their
progress in relation
to those
goals to guide their
thinking.
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In what ways do we provide opportunities
for students to self-monitor?
What are possible ways to document
observations? How might we show the
value of documentation without specifying
a particular way to document?
What reflections are we hoping to see as
students monitor their work? How might
we design prompts to coach for thinking
around progress and problems?
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Students receive
feedback on teachertargeted areas to deepen
their understanding and
improve their work.

Students begin to ask
for feedback when
needed. They actively
participate by raising
questions and
identifying problems
in the work.

Students seek out
feedback through selfselected resources. They
direct the feedback to
help address their
questions, troubleshoot
problems, and expand
ideas.
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In what ways do we provide opportunities for
students to self-modify?

How do they recognize when they might need
feedback? How might we flexible schedules to
be available when they are ready?

When we engage in providing feedback, what
prompts might we use to clarify their thinking
as we study the work? How might we manage
our own impulsivities to tell rather than
encouraging them to tell and show?
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Students are given goals
to focus on by the
teacher to deepen
understanding and
improve their work.

Students generate
ideas with teacher
and develop goal(s)
together.

Students develop with
teacher goals that
motivate and are
measurable and
actionable.
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What are some of your goals?
What ideas do you have?
What outcomes do you seek?
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“What might be some factors that would
impact…?”
“In what ways could you plan for…?”
"What resources might be …?
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“As you recall….”
“As you anticipate…….”
“As you envision……”
“Given what you know about…….”
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Stay Connected!
• www.habitsofmind.org
• www.learningpersonalized.com
• Twitter: @benakallick
@allison_zmuda
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